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Dear Parents/ Carers, 

As the end of term quickly approaches, I thought it appropriate that my final newsletter of the year 

goes someway to reviewing the extraordinary year that we have had in school and to also 

acknowledge the many achievements for which we should be rightly proud.  

It seems inconceivable that a whole year has passed when I welcomed all children back to school in 

September for what we all hoped would be a more settled year, where the urgency of the pandemic 

had passed.  

We set about our work in those early weeks of the academic year baselining the children across the 

school to better understand the true impact on each of our children’s learning following the school 

closure across the summer term. Through the excellent leadership of Mrs Johnstone, we have been 

able to track our children’s attainment and progress sensitively but accurately across this year, 

sharing this information with our teachers at every step so that they could adjust and refine our 

curriculum delivery to ensure that gaps in learning where addressed. Unsurprisingly, our school data 

identified a large regression in September but after fantastic teaching across the Autumn term our 

magnificent and resilient children bounced back. The impact felt by the second closure was so much 

less as a direct result of the exceptional remote learning package designed and delivered by our 

teachers and support staff, along with and the support that you all gave your children from home 

during this time. I cannot underestimate the pride that I feel for the commitment and dedication 

that the staff have all shown through this time to our children, our school, and our community. It is 

humbling to watch them deliver such high-quality provision in a controlled and considered way 

when guidelines and decisions from the Department of Education came at schools with speed, often 

without warning. As parents, you have been standing right beside us at each step, supporting us in 

the challenges we faced, shouting out your support and offering your children quality learning from 

home. You have been tremendous, and I thank you on behalf of all my staff. In a way, the pandemic 

has somehow made the links between school and home even stronger than they already were, and 

I know that this is a legacy that will live on. 

Despite managing the pandemic, we have also been able to actively push forward the development 

of our school during this period. Our fantastic site team have been able to continue to work to 

improve our school grounds so that our outdoor spaces support the curriculum delivery. We have 

completed and opened our Field Study Centre, opened our new library, relocated and developed 

the pond, planted over 800 native trees and hedgerows to do our part to combat climate change 

and now prepare for a summer of work to improve the roof of the Year 4 block and pathways around 

the school site. We are also starting work to upgrade our play area on the playground with brand 

new climbing equipment. This is something special just for the children, our way of saying thank you 

to them for the courage and resilience they have demonstrated both at home and at school over 



the last year. 

As we prepare for our summer holidays to arrive, school leaders are still unclear about the 

restrictions that will be in place in September. We await government announcements and can only 

begin planning for this when this news arrives; I will let you know what this means for you as soon 

as I am able. If you do venture abroad, please can I ask you all to ensure that you strictly follow the 

quarantine rules for your relevant country upon return to minimise risk to others when returning 

children to school. 

Until then, I would like to wish you all a lovely break. May the sun shine this holiday and may life 

start to feel a little bit more normal for us all. 

Thank you once again for all your continued support across this year; it has not gone unnoticed and 

has meant so much to us all. 

Warmest wishes, 

 

Amanda Pedder 

Headteacher 

 

Something to share with the children. Coming for Autumn 2021 – Our 

new trim trail 

 

 

 


